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Introduction
Commercial property owners and management firms are seeking new
ways to maximize profits and property valuation. Energy use is often the
largest single line item on an expense statement. As such it represents
a range of opportunities for minimizing operating expenses, increasing
net operating income, improving tenant satisfaction and retention, and
achieving high-profile energy efficiency ratings. These can, in turn,
increase asset value and enhance a property’s image, which can attract
new tenants.
To gain the maximum benefit, property firms need to address opportunities
within all three dimensions of energy-related costs: fixed, variable, and
exceptional. This requires complete and timely intelligence that describes
how energy is consumed across an entire property portfolio. New
enterprise energy management technology delivers relevant, actionable
information in economic terms, enabling key personnel to uncover all
opportunities, decide on appropriate measures, and verify results.
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The case for energy management
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Fixed-cost opportunities

“… there are still excellent opportunities to create value, but you might
have to look at the expense side of the income statement to find them.”
John P. Kelly, CEO, BOMA International

Fixed energy costs include a facility’s typical base load of energy consumption as well as the
resources required for administration, operations and maintenance. There is potential to reduce
costs and overhead in each of these areas.

Cost recovery through tenant sub-billing

Property owners, management firms and

Energy performance can also reflect well

Energy costs are often allocated to tenants

on top of a building’s average base load. This

brokerages regularly face challenges in

on the skill of the management team and, in

based on a common formula – normally based

lack of resolution also provides no insight into

maintaining or increasing profits and maximizing

turn, on valuation. Investment firm Neuberger

on the square footage of the tenant relative to

the opportunities that may be available to better

valuation. Beyond competitive pressures, other

Berman stated, “We believe that quality

the total leased space in a building – which can

manage costs.

conditions may affect the ability to hit financial

energy management can be an indicator of

be highly inaccurate. Tenants are increasingly

targets such as declining rental rates or a

overall management acuity.” The Energy Star

asking to be more accurately billed, and if they

EEM systems provide a complete submetering

slower than expected recovery from the

organization also notes that “…<investment>

question a bill, they want to see supporting data.

and sub-billing solution that supports all forms

recent downturn.

firms totaling more than $4 billion in assets

As a result, in some areas leases now include

of utilities (e.g., electricity, gas, water). Systems

under management are looking at companies’

accurate submetering as a standard clause.

can leverage existing tenant meters while

When seeking new ways to meet goals,

Energy Star performance for signs of superior

Even in buildings where submeters exist, the

allowing new ones to be added where required

energy is a significant and often-overlooked

overall management quality.”

meters are often manually read by a service

(Figure 2). Meter data is automatically uploaded

expense that can represent a substantial area

expenses, increased profits and enhanced asset

provider or in-house staff. The labor cost to

on a frequent basis to the EEM software over

of opportunity, delivering a range of benefits

value will have a correspondingly positive affect

collect data, process it, and create bills is

corporate networks, the Internet, or wireless

(Figure 1). Once energy and related costs are

on the overall economy that can be measured in

high and the potential for errors can create

communications, realizing a low total cost of

exposed as part of operating expenses and, in

billions of dollars.

even higher administration costs as well as

ownership while enabling limitless reach

tenant dissatisfaction.

across all properties in a nationwide or

In total, reduced

turn, the bottom line, their potential for releasing

worldwide portfolio.

large amounts of wasted money becomes

To begin to benefit from an energy management

clear. Reducing these costs can help property

program, property firms first need to consider

Further, these methods typically provide monthly

firms survive tough times in the short term

the many ways that energy affects their

energy totals (e.g., kilowatt-hours) and not

Equipped with an integrated rate engine and

while reducing financial risk and strengthening

business. Like many operational expenses,

higher resolution interval measurements at,

data quality tools, tenant bills are calculated

competitive positioning into the future.

energy and its associated financial opportunities

for example, 15-minute time intervals. Without

based on simple or complex rates with assured

can be considered in terms of three dimensions

interval data, tenants cannot be accurately

accuracy. An EEM system avoids the high labor

Empirical evidence documented by the United

of costs: fixed, variable and exceptional. Specific

sub-billed for coincident energy demand or

rates associated with manual data collection

States Department of Energy (DOE) and by

information and functionality is required to take

other utility charges that are typically applied

while increasing tenant satisfaction.

other independent studies indicates that utility

advantage of each one. Enterprise energy

costs can be reduced 25 percent or more if

management (“EEM”) systems cost-effectively

properly managed. Yet many businesses are

address all three dimensions, delivering the

not managing energy usage at all or are not fully

intelligence and insight to support effective

leveraging all opportunities.

decision-making and the automation needed to
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stay abreast of dynamic conditions and respond
Commercial real estate enterprises are in a

by controlling energy assets.

potentially unique and enviable position as
compared with other industries in regard to
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energy. Given that energy represents as much

$

as 30% of operational expenses on the average
commercial property income statement, and

Data quality tools

combined with the plethora of research, tools
and technologies, the opportunity to make a real
impact towards improved net operating income

Wireless submeters

(NOI) is huge.
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Figure 2
Automated submetering and sub-billing improves billing accuracy while reducing or eliminating
the labor involved in reading meters and generating bills.
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Reducing the cost of operations
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Shadow metering to catch billing errors
Billing errors from a utility or other energy

The EEM software calculates an accurate

provider can be another area of concern. Typical

bill, matching the utility’s rate structures, and

Buildings include a variety of high-demand

EEM systems also deliver the information

errors include inaccurate meter data, meter data

compares each billing period to the utility’s bill to

loads, including HVAC components like rooftop

corporate and facility managers need to

incorrectly read or entered, billing on the wrong

identify any inconsistencies.

units, chillers and fans, as well as lighting

deal with energy in financial terms. Browser-

tariff, or skewed demand charges due to billing

systems. In-house operations personnel or

based “dashboards” listing key performance

intervals that are too long or too short.

outsourced services periodically “tweak” a

indicators (KPIs) help track and verify enterprise-

Expansion planning

building automation system (BAS) to assure

wide conditions and costs on a dynamic

Errors that benefit the building (i.e. under-billing)

The electrical systems and other energy

comfort based on some basic measured values

basis. Trending tools report on the complex

can be as problematic as those that are in the

distribution systems for new facilities are

and feedback from occupants. Maintenance

relationships between energy drivers over a

utility’s favor, as most supply contracts allow the

often over-designed, and additional capacity

of systems and components is typically based

week, month, season, year or any other range.

utility to recover these missed charges months or

in existing buildings goes undiscovered due

on estimates of equipment operation and on

Energy consumption for buildings and other

years after the error occurred. For a commercial

to a lack of information about energy

predefined service schedules.

cost centers can be easily aggregated and

building, costs might not recoverable at a later

consumption characteristics.

normalized to remove independent variables

date if new tenants are occupying the space.

These methods subject a property management

such as temperature or square footage from

firm to risk in terms of poor energy efficiency

the profile. This allows for accurate direct

To help avoid these situations, EEM systems

each building and major circuit, helping planners

and potential equipment mis-operation or failure.

comparison, helping identify inefficiencies and

can be equipped with utility-class “shadow

ensure the use of existing capacity is safely

Opportunities are often missed because energy-

opportunities to reduce usage. For example,

meters” installed in parallel with the utility’s billing

maximized to avoid unnecessary upgrades.

related information is often limited in both amount

start-up procedures can be optimized to avoid

meters at the service entrance to each facility.

Accurate data on existing facilities helps simplify

and accuracy. Though often considered a

demand peaks, HVAC settings can be adjusted

Alternatively, the EEM system can import energy

the estimation of future expansion needs and

building’s energy management system, a BAS

to reflect occupancy and weather patterns,

pulse signals from the existing billing meter, if

ensures infrastructure for new buildings is “right-

is primarily designed to react to set conditions,

or elevator timing might be modified to

the energy supplier is willing to provide this.

sized” to minimize costs.

not to deliver the breadth or accuracy of data

reduce consumption.

An EEM system delivers detailed load profiles for

and analysis required to effectively control
energy costs.

The EEM system will also provide an accurate
energy baseline prior to any retrofit or initiative to

In contrast, EEM systems automatically

help verify effectiveness afterward. Ultimately,

collect and report detailed power and energy

building performance can be benchmarked

information from all energy assets, including

(Figure 3) and the information used to support

HVAC, BAS, electrical distribution systems and

certification with nationally and internationally-

onsite generators. An EEM system continuously

recognized rating systems such as those

tracks conditions and alerts operations staff

developed by the Energy Star or ASHRAE

to any potential problems before they occur.

organizations in the US, the US Green Building

The source can then be quickly isolated using

Council’s LEED program, and the Carbon Trust’s

graphical facility overviews of real-time electrical

Action Energy program in the UK.

and equipment status, historical information,
and “drill-down” analysis. These tools help drive
proactive maintenance, extend equipment life,
avoid capital costs, and reduce labor.

Figure 3
Example of EEM software with key performance indicators, benchmarking and normalization tools that help analyze and compare building
performance and reveal opportunities to reduce costs.
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Conclusion

Protection from outside disturbances
The source of reliability problems can sometimes

logs to visualization software that helps

be on the utility side of a facility’s service

personnel analyze conditions, isolate the

entrance; for example, lightning causing

source of disturbances or failures, predict future

massive power spikes on transmission lines that

occurrences, and validate the proper operation

then propagates through to the customer. To

of all mitigation equipment during a critical event

guard against external sources, companies will

(Figure 4).
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“The buzzword in energy circles these days seems to be enterprise
energy management … EEM stretches well beyond building
automation or energy management systems. Its roots are financial …”
Rita Tatum, Building Operating Management

often install filtering devices. A facility can also
switch to UPS systems or backup generators in

The system can help baseline a facility’s

the event of major outage. These techniques will

minimum power quality requirements. It can also

only be effective if equipment is continuously

compare conditions to international standards

tested and optimized to ensure dependability.

and determine if the energy received from

EEM systems help engineers evaluate how

the utility meets contractual requirements.

the overall quality of power is impacting

Like a “black box” flight recorder the system

equipment and uptime. Permanently installed

will capture evidence that is often the key to

intelligent meters monitor key distribution

receiving thousands or even millions of dollars of

points and upload real-time data and event

compensation from an energy provider.

Utility
service

Transfer
switch

Uninteruptible
power supply

Distribution
equipment

Building Loads
(tenant space,
common areas,
HVAC, etc.)

Commercial property firms have a great

Supported by the necessary corporate

opportunity to significantly cut operating

commitment and structured process, EEM

expenses, increase tenant satisfaction

systems can help to dynamically identify and

and retention, boost property values and

respond to opportunities, drive best practices,

reduce risk by taking control of all three

and provide the essential follow-up that ensures

dimensions of energy-related costs. As with

energy investments realize maximum payback.

any sound business strategy, achieving real

From automated tenant sub-billing to improved

and sustainable results depends on having

procurement, operational efficiencies, and

comprehensive, accurate, and timely information

power reliability, EEM technology offers property

upon which to base decisions.

owners and managers the key to extracting
true financial and competitive advantages

Backaup
generation

Unlike traditional BAS or metering systems,

from energy.

enterprise energy management technology
exposes fixed, variable and exceptional costs
in financial terms. Customized web-based

Coporate LAN/WAN

portals, key performance indicators, advanced
analytics and normalization deliver immediate,
accurate and actionable information from across
a property portfolio. Data quality tools ensure
that information from all sources is accurate
Alarm condition alerts and
remote power access

Historical database of
power quality events

and dependable. Tightly integrated hardware

Real-time monitoring
reliability analysis and reports

and software ensure high reliability, while
cost-effective communications options and

Figure 4
EEM systems help keep the power on by alerting operations staff to critical conditions, helping isolate sources,
verifying backup system performance, and documenting importance evidence if an outage occurs.

compatibility with legacy systems lower total
cost of ownership.

Avoiding internal power quality problems
Computers and data processing equipment,

Using pager, phone, or workstation, an

motors, power switching or protection devices,

EEM system will alert personnel to imminent

and even equipment designed to mitigate some

problems, help them isolate and analyze high-

power problems can all add unwanted harmonic

risk conditions, and perform the necessary

frequencies and high-voltage transients onto a

control functions to avoid downtime and the

facility’s electrical distribution network. These,

associated lost revenues. Capital replacement

in turn, can cause data loss and malfunctions

costs can be avoided or deferred and workload

in computers, building automation systems,

for maintenance staff reduced. Being able to

or process equipment. Worse, transformers

guarantee higher reliability can also help keep

and conductors can overheat and fail or power

existing tenants satisfied and attract businesses

breakers can trip needlessly, any of which can

that are especially sensitive to power

cause a complete facility outage.

quality glitches.
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